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Go “INCOGNITO”
We are pleased to announce a
private-format CV presentation.
This concept enables job seekers to post their CVs in incognito
mode – to expose their skills, education, work experience and
credentials to the top recruiters in the country, without revealing
their identity.
The recruiters will be able to request contact with a job seeker who
chose incognito mode, and the job seeker will have the choice of
accepting or rejecting the contact request. If the job seeker accepts
the request, the contact details will be sent to the recruiter, and the
recruitment process will continue from there.
In the incognito mode, a job seeker also has the option of
predefining which recruitment agencies get to view his or her
contact details.
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T

he South African government has contributed
to a sense of expectation in the country around
4IR technology and its implications for businesses and
end-users.
President Cyril Ramaphosa said recently that the
country’s growth trajectory intersects strategically
with the advent of 4IR, and Africa can be an early
adopter of emerging technologies introduced through
this revolution.
Ramaphosa made the comments at the
government’s inaugural Digital Economy Summit in
collaboration with the Fourth Industrial Revolution SA
(4IRSA) partnership.
Collaboration is widely acknowledged to be the
most effective way to embrace and benefit from 4IR,
and this fits in with the theme of our survey featured
on page 6: smart teamwork – the essence of employee
teamwork with the strategic use of technology.
It remains to be seen whether or not businesses
can break down the barriers of legacy systems, lack
of flexibility and the need to seamlessly integrate
tech tools into existing platforms, in order to really
capitalise on collaborative functionality.
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COLUMN

Lessons learned from the US-China trade war
5G networks are key to the development of smart cities, driverless cars and
breakthroughs in telemedicine and industrial automation.

PAUL STUTTARD, Director, Duxbury Networking

T

here is little doubt the much-publicised
move by US president Donald Trump to
ban US companies from using ICT from anyone
considered a national security threat – seen
to be aimed at Chinese tech companies
and Huawei in particular – has had a
tangible effect on the consumer electronics,
telecommunications networks, smart
devices and cloud services sectors.
The ban has come against the backdrop of
the US-China trade war, in which the US has
set or increased tariffs on many categories of
goods imported from China. And Beijing has
responded with its own retaliatory tariffs on
US goods destined for Chinese markets.
The war is evolving into a fight over
which of the world’s two largest economies
will control the future of technology and
telecommunications.
Significantly, Huawei is involved in the
deployment of 5G wireless technology,
and is a provider of products that enable
super-fast 5G networks. Its involvement
in the trade war fracas could have crucial
implications for 5G development.
5G networks are key to the development
of smart cities, driverless cars and
breakthroughs in telemedicine and
industrial automation.
With 5G networks being approximately
10 to 100 times faster (with reduced latency)
than current 3G/4G networks, they are
set to enable a range of new-generation
applications.
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The Internet of things will be one
of the main areas to benefit. With the
interconnection of “everything”, a host of
new options will emerge, allowing people
to communicate faster and more effectively.
5G networks are key to the development
of smart cities, driverless cars and
breakthroughs in telemedicine and
industrial automation. 5G technology will
also create a raft of new opportunities in
education, manufacturing and agriculture.
So important in the SA context, 5G will
be a catalyst for job creation and economic
growth for many years to come.
One of the key drivers behind the US
government’s stance against Chinese tech
firms is China’s 2017 National Intelligence
Law requiring all Chinese organisations and
citizens to “support, assist and cooperate
with the state intelligence work”.
Is this as serious as the US, and some of
its supporters, make out?
Recent media reports point out that,
according to Trump, the restrictions were
placed on Huawei because the company
is a security threat but, paradoxically, the
restrictions could potentially be lifted as
part of a deal to end the US-China trade
war.
The contrast between the US posture on
Huawei and South Africa’s position could
not be more pronounced. Sidwell Medupe,
a SA Department of Trade and Industry
spokesperson, says: “The South African
government does not intend to change
its behaviour towards the Chinese tech
company [Huawei] despite the US ban,”
adding that “we do not discriminate against
any international companies; we treat
foreign companies like local companies”.
This is to be expected as SA accords a
high level of support and trust to Chinese
companies as it is part of the BRICS (Brazil,
Russia, India, China and SA) trading bloc.
There is a lesson to be learned from the
fallout from the US-China trade war and
the Huawei debacle. It’s that no matter
what side of the fence local organisations
are on, it’s vital for those who value data
integrity and their proprietary information
to take great care when purchasing/

installing networks from any vendor, not
only those in the media spotlight.
The message to these organisations
is clear: Do not permit governments to
influence or make network and tech
purchasing decisions for you. Decisions,
which must be made on the basis of
individual-needs, carry enormous weight.
Swapping vendors down the line isn’t
as easy as turning a page, or as simple as
flipping a light switch.
For example, in the coming race to 5G
networks, choosing the wrong horse to
back could prove disastrous. Networks
today must be open, virtualised and
secure, and able to act as platforms from
which innovative, new, content-driven 5G
applications are launched.
For many decision-makers this will
present a sizable challenge as they evaluate
evolving business strategies against
the background of rapidly developing
technologies and the overarching need for
bullet-proof security; the combination of
which may demand a cultural revolution
within many organisations.
Network managers and infrastructure
administrators may well require help to
design – and perhaps redesign - their 21st
century-proof network architectures. Who
to turn to? Should the vendor or reseller
that built the current network be called
upon again? Or could this supplier be out of
step with the relentless progress made by
today’s technology?
It’s no secret that the advances taken
by the communications industry have
the potential for disruption and are as
demanding of vendors and resellers as they
are of end-users.
In this light, decision-makers will do well
to revisit the old model in which dealing
with the incumbent supplier was de rigeur.
Today’s network architects must be able to
demonstrate a high degree of proficiency
when it comes to the support of new-age
networking environments. In viewing
the fast-approaching horizon, the overriding conclusion must be that it's “a new
ball game” when it comes to defining
purchasing criteria for the 5G era.
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Venture Capital firms must invest in
technology

Increasing HR onboarding efficiency

Technology impact investing is an emerging sub-asset class,
where technology is applied to global challenges to come up with
innovative market-based solutions. According to EOH, there is a
strong need to amass more capital for technology impact investing
and boost this nascent asset class. As a solution, corporations can
come together and pool their funds earmarked for corporate social
investment. Companies from a particular industry can collaborate
and set up a technology impact investing fund.
www.eoh.co.za

As a current user of the
Laserfiche ECM software in
its daily business operations,
Kyocera SA embarked on
implementing the ECM solution
into the onboarding process from
end-to-end, allowing a fully
digital and automated system,
including signing contracts,
receiving policies and staff exit
processes. The result is the
employee’s user experience is
now one of a fully digital and
automated organisation from
day one.
www.noscotek.co.za

Digital convergence impacts business
Dario Debarbieri, newly appointed CEO for Asia-Pacific
at Enterprise Outsourcing, says technologies have evolved
rapidly to a point where, in a few years, we will see the biggest
technology event yet. “We are looking at what will be ‘the digital
convergence’ of technology,” he says. “That will happen when
cloud, artificial intelligence/data, blockchain, IOT, 3D printing
and quantum computing reach their full potential, and standards
are created across these technologies to allow the biggest
technological transformation the world has ever seen.” Debarbieri
adds that investing in delivering superior customer experience,
best technologies and developing skills will always be the key
to success.
www.enterpriseoutsourcing.com

JP Lourens, Solutions Manager,
KYOCERA Document Solutions South Africa

Managing, aligning
information risk in
business context

Software AG receives Gartner accolade
Software AG announced that Gartner, a leading industry analyst
firm, named it a visionary in the “Magic Quadrant for Industrial
IoT Platforms” report for its Cumulocity IoT Platform. With this
placement, Software AG believes it is in a position to lead the IIOT
market. The company believes the recognition of Software AG
by Gartner as the vendor positioned furthest for completeness
of vision underlines Software AG’s commitment to enabling its
customers to quickly and easily bring IIOT visions to life. Chief
product officer Dr Stefan Sigg said: “The industrial Internet of
things is our primary focus.”
www.softwareag.com

Nicky Downing, CEO at Guideline
BizTech for RUBiQ Smart GRC Solutions

Milestone celebrated

DVT named
Microsoft Gold
Partner for data
analytics

Karl Fischer, executive head for AI, Data
and Analytics at DVT

Software development and
related services company DVT
has been named a Microsoft
Gold Partner for data analytics.
Karl Fischer, executive head
for AI, Data and Analytics,
said: “DVT is committed to
providing the critical services
and solutions needed in AI, data
and analytics to our customers
across South Africa.”
www.dvt.co.za

Failing to understand
the interconnectedness
of information security
threatens to lay waste to
organisations, says Nicky
Downing, CEO at Guideline
BizTech for RUBiQ Smart GRC
Solutions. The augmenting
and rampant impact of
information risk on a business
cannot be understated, says
Downing, who adds a lack of
understanding at executive
level is a challenge.
www.rubi-q.com

Jai Kalyan, Argility Executive

Argility, a member of the
Argility Technology Group,
recently celebrated its 21-year
journey with the Shoprite
Furniture Group, trading under
the brands of OK Furniture,
House & Home and OK Power
Express. Jai Kalyan, Argility
Executive, says the relationship
commenced with a roll-out
to approximately 160 stores,
which has now grown to over
520 stores operating in SA,
Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland,
Namibia, Zambia, Angola and
Mozambique..
www.argility.com
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Understand customers
better

Phathizwe Malinga, MD, SqwidNet

“Design thinking is a tool that
organisations can use to understand
their customers better,” says
Phathizwe Malinga, MD at SqwidNet.
“It is a tool that induces empathy
towards a customer and leads the
organisation down the right paths
to communication. To ensure that
what they offer remains as profitable
as possible, a company needs to bed
down a culture of design thinking. It
is this that will allow them to adapt
alongside the constantly changing
market by understanding their
customer pain points and needs
far better.” Design thinking steps
allow the company to adapt to how
customers think and speak to them in
a language that they understand.
www.sqwidnet.com

Robotic process automation

Driving ambition

Redstor’s highly popular annual
Golf Day at Windlesham GC

Over 50 people attended Redstor’s
annual Golf Day at Windlesham GC.
Afterwards, Paul Evans, Redstor’s
CEO and co-founder, said: “We had
some cracking conversations around
the data management platform that
we have been building for the last
three years – particularly in relation
to unifying backup, archiving and
disaster recovery through a single,
secure control centre.”
www.redstor.com

Syrex employees mark Mandela Day by supporting the Blair Atholl Primary School

Karl Fischer, executive head: AI & Data Analytics & MD Coastal Region,
DVT says robotic process automation (RPA) is being touted as the answer
to almost everything. But what is RPA and where it should be applied?
RPA isn’t AI or physical robots doing work that a person could be doing.
RPA is a bit of software that acts in the capacity of a person. Think of any
business process where someone might be sitting behind a PC, capturing
information, manual administrative tasks that are repetitive. Examples
are account processing or inbound invoices being captured into an ERP
system. This is where RPA comes into the equation.
www.dvt.co.za

Mandela Day

Adapting to change

Even Flow now distributes Avaya

The technology revolution is driving massive change in the workplace
leading to business disruption as automation becomes a reality across the
board. “We live in an age where businesses cannot afford to fall behind
with the constant evolution of automation across the board,” says
Bizmod consultant Colette Staniland. The question is; how do we ensure
that our resources keep up with the rapid change in IT development?
www.bizmod.co.za

Epsidon Technology Holdings (ETH) - incorporating First
Distribution, Linux Warehouse and Even Flow – has announced that
the distribution of Avaya moved from First Distribution to Even Flow
effective 1 April 2019. ETH said the move will provide partners with
greater levels of specialisation, support and expertise as it aligns all
unified communications products into a single distribution entity
within the Epsidon Group. Adrian Bush, MD of Even Flow says that
as a valued-added distributor Even Flow is committed to assisting
and supporting the products it represents. “Our value is not in
simply supplying a product, but also in equipping and supporting our
clients to grow their businesses.”
www.evenflow.co.za

Small businesses
complete programme
Sixty small business owners, have
graduated from the T-Systems South
Africa’s Enterprise Acceleration
Programme. This joint initiative by
T-Systems SA, SqwidNet and Business
Doctors, seeks to develop enterprises
in the IOT/ICT space.
www.t-systems.com
Sarel Roets, Cyrus Technology
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Leading provider of bespoke IT solutions Syrex has partnered with
the SAME Foundation to help the Blair Atholl Primary Farm School
in Lanseria. Ten employees from the company together with the
SAME Foundation and other companies, painted the entire school
in just one day!
www.syrex.co.za

CHANNEL

Entrust Datacard Global Partner awarded
The card personalisation business unit of ACS, a division of Altron,
received the Entrust Datacard Global Partner of the Year award, at
a recent awards ceremony, held in Minneapolis, USA. The accolade
recognises the skills behind the successful roll-out of a Financial Instant
Issuance project for a leading South African financial institution.
www.acs-sa.com

COMPANY NEWS

COMPUTING
Building secure infrastructure
The AWS Well-Architected Framework has been developed to
help cloud architects build secure, high-performing, resilient and
efficient infrastructure for their applications. The framework is a
comprehensive review solution with practical, efficient solutions
for businesses to implement. Michael Bailey of the AWS team at
First Distribution says the framework helps businesses choose the
right service for the task. “This takes the stress and worry out of
day-to-day business operations and planning for the future,” he
says. André Carstens of CBS Africa says the insights provided by the
framework have been invaluable, “It helps you think outside the
box and helps you determine what your needs are.”
www.firstdistribution.com

ENTERPRISE
T-Systems International has released an eBook highlighting global SAP
Solution case studies

eBook highlights SAP Intelligent
Enterprise solution
T-Systems International released the latest version of its SAP
solutions use cases from around the world - Becoming an Intelligent
Enterprise with End-to-End SAP Solutions from T-Systems. It
features a compilation of case studies highlighting leading scenarios
and industries leveraging the benefits of an end-to-end SAP
Intelligent Enterprise solution.
www.un-outsource.co.za

Simplifying the move
to the cloud

Troye technical director Kurt Goodall

Troye is helping customers
on their journey to the cloud,
getting them there faster and
with very little effort. Citrix
Cloud services represent the
fastest, simplest and most flexible
approach to delivering integrated
digital workspaces available
today, with services that create
and deploy secure digital
workspaces in hours, not weeks.
www.troye.co.za

Do you still have ownership of your data?
The number of companies using cloud services for mission-critical
applications is growing. Today’s IT ecosystems therefore consist
of a mix of in-house software and systems and cloud services, all
layered with various degrees of complexity. “A lot has been done
to simplify how companies use and implement cloud services, and
security has been a big focus for cloud providers and customers
alike. This has helped cloud become as popular as it is. However,
despite the fact that most cloud providers are compliant with
regulatory requirements such as GDPR, ownership of data is still a
challenge,” says Richard Firth, CEO of MIP Holdings.
www.mip.co.za

Dr Khalil du Plessis (Director Professional Services at AWCape) during a recent visit to
Kuwait with Mr Shaher Al Soberie and colleagues

A Middle East success story
AWCape has been appointed as the Sage Business Partner for
the Middle East region, which includes countries like United
Arab Emirates, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman,
Bahrain, Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.
AWCape will primarily sell and support Sage 300 Accounting and
Sage 300 People HR & Payroll.
www.awcape.co.za

Joint solutions
Dallmeier Electronic, the Regensburg-based manufacturer of video
information technology, already has a long-standing cooperation
relationship with T.CON, a consulting house and system integrator
for SAP with headquarters in Plattling, Germany. Now, the
Bavarian companies are unveiling their first two jointly developed
logistics solutions, the ‘Digital Gate’ and ‘Package Measurement’.
These new solutions can be used by logistics businesses to
effectively prevent backlogs and eliminate manual capture
processes involved in the weighing and measuring of packaged
items. The solutions developed jointly by Dallmeier and T.CON
enable the large volumes of data which have been captured by
video systems to be transmitted directly to the ERP system.
www.dallmeier.com
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SMART TEAMWORK SURVEY
By SIBAHLE MALINGA

Teamwork not smart enough in SA
What key elements does your company need to be more collaborative?

T

he biggest barriers local companies face
when trying to facilitate better and more
collaborative teamwork are legacy systems,
lack of flexibility and seamless integration of
tech tools into existing platforms.
This is one of the key findings of an
online Smart Teamwork Survey, which
was conducted by ITWeb, in partnership
with open source technology and services
provider Obsidian Systems.
Smart teamwork enables employees to work
together across different company functions
and departments, and leverage technologies to
gain efficiency and increase productivity.
When it comes to the nature of their teams,
over a third of respondents indicated they
belong to the ‘technology stack’, and the
majority of those (57%) deal with software.
Another third said their teams are part of ‘line
of business’ operations.
The survey found the majority of
respondents (64%) use some kind of software
tools to manage their teams.
Angela Ho, marketing director of Obsidian
Systems, believes there are many factors that
contribute to the success or failure of smart
teamwork projects.
To start with, teams must have a platform
that facilitates simple, real-time and integrated
communication.
“There is wisdom and discernment required
when adopting any software that will have
an impact on teams in any organisation.
When considering a tool, one needs to
establish how it will enable internal or
external teams to work together. Team
members should have a common vision in
mind. Unfortunately, software solutions
are often seen as a panacea rather than
addressing real issues,” says Ho.
The reasons for not having adopted any
software tools are threefold: budget constraints
(33%), lack of management buy-in (31%) and
uncertainty about ROI (33%).
According to Ho, the benefits of adopting
the right tool, with buy-in from the team
members, can enable more than just a
management tick-box, visibility or reporting.
It enhances collaboration, continuity, longevity
and tangible outcomes, based on team goals.
“The very basic smart teamwork tools used
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by organisations should at least provide a
project and team collaboration tool, chat apps,
wikis and team discussion boards, online
document storage and shared documents.”.
Implementation challenges
The respondents reported the top three
challenges their teams are facing are speed
of change, user adoption, and information
overload.
Says Karl Fischer, DevOps area lead at
Obsidian Systems, “The ‘speed of change’
is an aspect that we have very little control
of across all industries. However, the
mapping of various scenarios or outcomes
can allow for a point of predictability. If
we can predict the outcome, then speed
shouldn’t matter, and it can then be part
of your competitive edge.”
The advantage in DevOps is that it can
be built into workplace processes that will
assist with the speed of change, he adds.
“In terms of information overload,
exception reports have always been the
standard, but data dashboards that enable
information to become easily consumable
are a new way forward,” notes Fischer.
Creating smart, strategic collaborations
The top three key elements companies
require from their tools in order to be
more collaborative were cited as user
adoption (66%), strategic fit (60%) and
customisation (59%).
Jean-Marié Hamman, operations manager
at Obsidian Systems, says user adoption and
strategic fit can be a double-edged sword.
“Some tools fit the business case, but
become nebulous without user adoption.
Due diligence is required for mapping out
workflows and understanding the complexity
of an organisation’s teams before any platform
or tooling can be deployed. The next step is
crucial and is sometimes overlooked – testing
user adoption for a tool, rather than forcefit people to use the tool, can make or break
one’s project implementation.”
Over 52% of respondents rated their
ability to facilitate cross-functional team
collaboration as high, while only 9% rated
it as low.

Catherine Muller, HR manager at
Obsidian Systems, believes a culture
of continuous improvement in any
organisation takes more than crossfunctional team collaborations.
“True collaboration is only achieved
when a group of people with varied
expertise and skills come together to work
towards a common goal. When one knows
what the problem is, an ultimate solution
can be agreed upon.”
Muller advises companies not to stop
there. They should always be looking
forward to solving similar or new
potential problems or opportunities,
through innovation.
Teamwork visibility
The majority (56%) of respondents
indicated that enabling teamwork visibility
is more important to them than allowing
autonomy (44%).
“Playing off visibility against autonomy is
dependent on one’s perspective. Autonomy
is about leading and enabling team members
to make decisions. This culture of try and
test can be critical to delivering more
sustainable customer service,” says Martin
Liebenberg, managed services area lead at
Obsidian Systems.
“Visibility then becomes the role of the
tools that provide observable output of those
decisions. In a support line, relationships
are nice to have, but tools that allow for
seamless teams that can easily step into a
solution role are critical.”

About the ITWeb Smart Teamwork
survey
The 2019 ITWeb/Obsidian Smart
Teamwork survey ran for three weeks
on ITWeb during May.
The survey was completed by 139
respondents; 69% of those are
decision-makers, with 15% being
C-level executives, and a further 54%
are at mid-management level.

SMART TEAMWORK SURVEY

In the trade-off between allowing autonomy and
enabling visibility, which does your team value
more?a

Visibility

What is the average size of your teams?

56%

Below 10

Below 10

49%

Visibility

56%

Autonomy

44%

49%

10 - 50

42%

50 - 100

5%

Outsourced

4%

100+

1%

What are the three biggest challenges that
your teams are currently facing?

60

57%
51%

50

46%
42%

40

36%

30
20
10

8%

0
Speed
of change

User
adoption

Information
overload

Distributed
workforce

Multi-device
workflow

Other
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SMART TEAMWORK SURVEY

What key element does your organisation need to be
more collaborative?

66%

User adoption

60%

Strategic fit

59%

Customisation

50%

Configurability

43%

Support services

Are you currently using any software tools to
manage your teams?

Why haven't you adopted any software
tools to manage your teams?

Yes

65%
60
50
Yes

65%

No

35%

40
33%

33%
31%

30
20
10

2%

0
Budget
constraints
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REPORT BACK: MOVING TO MASTERY

Women in Tech are game-changers
The all-female line-up at the first Women in Tech and Digital Conference
packed a powerful punch.

Samantha Perry and Lynette Hundermark are co-founders of the Women in Tech and
Digital Conference

By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA and JOANNE CAREW

D

efying the status quo and pursuing
careers traditionally considered for
`men only’ were some of the key themes
explored at the `Moving to Mastery:
Women in Tech and Digital Conference’.
The inaugural event took place on 12
June in Cape Town, with the Gauteng
edition following a month later.
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Pioneered by Lynette Hundermark,
co-founder and CPO of Useful & Beautiful,
and Samantha Perry, Women in Tech
ZA co-founder, both tech enthusiasts and
veterans in the industry, the events gave a
group of women – the majority of whom
had the word `founder’ somewhere in their
titles – a platform to share their insights

and advice based on their careers in the
start-up and tech space.
Recounting her journey to becoming one
of the few female CIOs in the country, the
Development Bank of Southern Africa’s
(DBSA) Kholeka Tsotsotso said she got into
the IT space by accident. She described her
journey as being wonderful so far, adding
she can’t imagine herself behind a desk
doing debits and credits as required by the
degree she had enrolled for.
Soweto-born Tsotsotso was at the
University of Limpopo studying for a
bachelor degree in accounting, but in
her final year, much to the dismay of
her parents, she ditched the accounting
studies to pursue a career many defined as
traditionally reserved for men.
In her more than 20 years in the
industry, she has been a programmer, a
systems analyst, business analyst, project
manager, portfolio manager, business IT
relationship manager and IT infrastructure
head, to name a few.
For Tsotsotso, the journey to becoming
a C-suite executive in tech was not easy,
especially because it’s not seen as a space
where women can thrive and succeed.
However, she has found relief in having
solid networks. These are people who can
help you and vice versa, she said.
Talking about the leadership lessons
she learnt over the years, the DBSA
CIO highlighted four key components:
experience, networking, learning and
authenticity. “You always need to make
sure you go out there, seek your own
networks – you can’t wait for anyone else
to come and mentor you. That is one of the
lessons I’ve learnt in my life.”
Problem-solving skills
Hundermark, who has been involved in the
tech space for 22 years, also started off her
career in programming. “Computers and
problem-solving just made sense to me and
that’s how I got into the industry.”
Over the last 10 years, her focus
has shifted to product development,

REPORT BACK: MOVING TO MASTERY

something she is very passionate about.
“My company was established because
of a passion for digital and mobile, which
is why its mantra focuses on making
memorable mobile experiences.
“Digital apps or even anything tech these
days has to be functional and also look good
because nobody likes using ugly stuff.”
Hundermark noted she likes creating
tech solutions, but the reasoning has to be
purpose-driven. “You have to put yourself
in the customer’s shoes and understand how
they are experiencing it. Everybody’s needs
are different.”
Anna Collard, founder and MD of Popcorn
Training, a KnowBe4 company, said she
hoped attendees can come up with ideas on
how to excite young girls to participate and
find joy in STEM areas. “We need those girls
for the future. I don’t think it’s true that
girls are not into maths; we just need to find
interesting ways of getting them motivated
to play and have fun with the subject.”  
Collard noted having empathy is a huge
advantage for women, and if it can be
combined with coding, for example, it can
be super-enriching and powerful.  
Impact Hub Johannesburg’s Thandi
Dyani said she believes the `future is
female’ and the many jobs that won’t exist
in the future are the men’s jobs
When having conversations about
`women in tech’, one can easily moan
about what is lacking, but Collard believes
this can actually undermine the many
amazing women already working in digital
and tech.
Rather than focusing on what is not
there, she suggested the women in the
industry should be coming up with
strategies to encourage and inspire young
girls to join this space too. “Don’t be
intimidated by the fact that you might be
the only woman in a room. Own it.
“Obviously, I’ve come across sexism
during my 20-year career, but, in
general, I think that if you focus your
lens on the negative, you’ll always find
it. Rather focus on the positive and
only let the negative in when it really
becomes a problem.”
Discussing her experiences over the
course of her 30 years running KRS,
Lorraine Steyn, founder and CEO of the

local software development company,
said that when she started her business,
there actually was parity in the tech
space. In fact, she cited the invention
of the home PC as being somewhat
of a catalyst to the decline of women
working in science and technology.
When people started buying PCs for
their homes, these gadgets were seen as
a more masculine tool and were given to
sons, not daughters. “By the time these
children headed to college, boys had a
huge advantage over girls simply because
they’d been more exposed to tech.”
But as more and more women enter
the industry, Bongekile Mabaso,
co-founder of Uplift Youth in Africa,
believes that workplaces must adapt.
Mothers need to be given the support
they need to be both a businesswoman
and a mom, she said. When our needs
as women are supported, we will be
happier and more productive and,
unfortunately, it’s still up to us, as
women, to demand this support,
Mabaso noted.
Finding business success
Obami founder and CEO Barbara
Mallinson shared the eight lessons she
has learnt in starting and building her
business, now in its 10th year: knowing
the narrative, fieldwork, leveraging the
new way of working, not being fooled
by vanity metrics, thinking outside the
box, investing in the right activities,
marketing, and being the most valuable
player.
Today, perhaps more so than ever, it’s
critical to have our say and to not let the
male voices dominate ours, she noted.
Everyone in your teams should feel
comfortable to share, and be given the
chance to share, their ideas, added KRS’
Steyn. “When I was younger, I played
the male game. I was one of the boys: I
drank with the boys, I went out with the
boys, I wore the shoulder pads. But I’ve
really turned against that. I think there is
so much power in women being women,
standing together and working together.
“Women are really good at tech and
development and we shouldn’t let anyone
tell us anything else. Done.”

Kholeka Tsotsotso, CIO of the
Development Bank of Southern Africa

Anna Collard, founder and MD of
Popcorn Training

Barbara Mallinson, founder and CEO
of Obami
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ENTERPRISE

FINANCIAL

Increasing competitiveness

Teraco to invest R1bn
in expansion of data
centre campus

SYSPRO, a global provider of industry-built ERP software for
manufacturers and distributors, together with Strathmore
University, released research findings from a study that explored
productivity and competitiveness of the manufacturing sector
in Kenya, the role of new technologies in improving the sector,
and the state of adoption and use of these new technologies. The
findings, demonstrated that the most important initiatives that
can increase competitiveness both for local and export markets
(according to the manufacturers interviewed) are favourable
taxes and favourable regional preferential treaties.
www.syspro.com
Jan Hnizdo, CFO, Teraco

Pumps, Valves and Pipes Expo
The 11th edition of the Pumps, Valves, and Pipes Exhibition
was hosted jointly with the African Construction and Totally
Concrete Expo, along with five supporting country partners from
Germany, Greece, Italy, Russia and Turkey. Ncoded Solutions’
MD Lance Zikalala presented a lecture on the topic: “Using an
advanced planning and scheduling software tool as a replacement
to materials requirements planning within a valve manufacturing
company”. The purpose of the lecture was to ensure attendees
understood how one of NCODED’s customers used APS technology
as its cornerstone for procurement planning.
www.ncoded.co.za

Bolstering education in
cyber security

Marcus Karuppan, T-Systems ICT
Academy Manager

T-Systems ICT Academy hosted its first
Digital Awareness Holiday Programme,
focusing on cyber security. Fifty high
school learners participated in this free,
three-day course. Marcus Karuppan,
T-Systems ICT Academy Manager said:
“There is a great need for cyber security
specialists in South Africa, however, the
current skills do not match the demand.”
www.t-systems.com

Connectivity:
The language of
communication

Troy Hector, Etion Connect
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Etion Connect works with ICT market
leaders in providing solutions. “We are
focused in technology that advances
humanity,” says Teddy Daka, group chief
executive officer, Etion “and committed
to working with customers in creating
value-driven solutions tailored to their
unique needs along with providing them
with the technology of tomorrow.” The
company also appointed a new CEO,
Troy Hector, recently, whose skills and
values are closely aligned with those of
the company.
www.etion.co.za
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Teraco will invest R1 billion in
the expansion of its data centre
campus in its largest infrastructure
build project to date. Africa’s only
neutral data centre provider has
announced it will be expanding the
Teraco Isando Campus. Jan Hnizdo,
CFO at Teraco, sees continued
demand for Teraco’s services.
www.teraco.co.za

Pitfalls in crypto investing
From the fees involved to price volatility, secure storage and
liquidity issues, there are pitfalls aplenty, so thoroughly research
the cryptocurrency ecosystem before investing. There are several
key considerations the novice cryptocurrency investor should keep
in mind: identify the best exchange, secure storage of crypto assets,
beware of scams and don’t forget to bequeath these assets and wallet
keys in your will. OVEX offers a fiat on ramp allowing South Africans
to buy and sell cryptocurrencies with South African Rands. The
company offers over 20 coins and unique features such as a crypto
interest account and token faucet.
www.ovex.io

Uncovering hidden costs with cloud expense
management
Having an effective cloud expense management solution in place
enables businesses to leverage the benefits of cloud, without the risks
of overspending, says Nebula. One of the easiest ways to optimise your
cloud costs is to identify any unused resources. With the right cloud
expense management strategy in place, it’s possible to consolidate
computing jobs using fewer cloud instances. As part of this process,
be sure to analyse computing services and modify them to the most
efficient size. When using multiple cloud vendors, you may be missing
out on the potential volume discounts you could receive by working
with a single cloud vendor.
www.nebula.co.za

CHANNEL
Platinum Reseller
ContinuitySA, Africa’s leading provider of business continuity and
resilience services, is now a Veeam Platinum Reseller, the highest level
in the Veeam ProPartner Programme. As a key partner, ContinuitySA
has a proven history of success in delivering Veeam solutions that
deliver Availability for the Always-On Enterprise. “Platinum Resellers
like ContinuitySA are a vital part of the Veeam ecosystem, playing a
key role in identifying solution opportunities that help their customers
meet the demands of an Always–On Enterprise,” says Trent Odgers,
Veeam, “and our success is intimately linked to the high calibre of its
business partners and the quality of the solutions they craft.”
www.continuitysa.com

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: SERVING CONSERVATION

Artificial intelligence adds value in the Wild
Scientists incorporate tireless computers in their arsenal of weapons
in the fight to save our wildlife, oceans and planet.

D

espite what Hollywood and science
fiction will tell you, artificial intelligence
(AI) solutions are designed to enhance human
efforts, not replace them.
Given enough data, and with the right
algorithms and sound deep learning
applications, any computer can be trained to
perform human-like tasks; everything from
the innocuous to the complex.
Welcome to the world of AI in service
of conservation. Teams of scientists are
incorporating tireless computers in their
arsenal of weapons in the fight to save our
wildlife, oceans and planet, in a move in
no way designed to replace humans or
human ingenuity.

learn on their own using banks of data.
In the last 30 years, reticulated giraffes
across the regions in northern Kenya have
declined up to 70%. Understanding the why
of such a massive decline in a migratory
animal that covers huge swathes of land daily
is paramount.
Biologists found themselves fighting
a losing battle and rushing to assess the
numbers, movements and habitats in order
to start protecting a rapidly dwindling
population. There simply isn’t enough time
or money to do the job effectively.
AI is well-positioned to identify
individual animals from photos for
population studies, or categorising the

AI is well-positioned to identify individual animals
from photos for population studies, or categorising
the many millions of camera trap photos gathered
by field scientists.
In our fast-paced, always on, busy world,
deep learning and AI is not something we
typically associate with conservation.
Yet, AI is being successfully deployed
in a variety of spheres – from learning the
rapidly vanishing art of identifying footprint
images and recognising patterns in a
similar way to indigenous trackers, to being
deployed and used to automatically identify
individual giraffes from their distinct coat
patterns, or being utilised in the form of
an ‘intelligent agent’ or bot which combs
through YouTube every night to extract new
whale shark videos.
Understanding the giraffe
AI is well-positioned to identify individual
animals from photos for population studies,
or categorising the many millions of camera
trap photos gathered by field scientists.
Thanks to advances in computing power
and machine learning, computers can now

many millions of camera trap photos
gathered by field scientists.
Enter AI and the Wildbook program,
developed by US-based conservation
technology non-profit Wild Me, which
automatically identifies individual
animals by their unique coat patterns, ear
outlines and the like.
In collaboration with Wildbook and
the non-profit Giraffe Conservation
Foundation, researchers can take
hundreds of photographs from the air
over a few days and, after uploading them
and the location data to their Giraffe
Spotter database, a population assessment
emerges. Deployed across Kenya, this
method of collecting and collating wildlife
information is the way of the future.
Why don’t some whale sharks migrate?
In today’s world, tourists generally upload a
huge number of photos. Being able to analyse

Jessie Rudd, Technical business
analyst at PBT Group

all those photos would be impossible by a
human. It would take hours upon hours.
Wildbook deployed an intelligent agent
which locates and extracts still images of
the whale shark from video clips. The bot
is then able to analyse the shark’s unique
constellation of spots and identify it, collects
the date and location of the sighting (or
solicits it from the video's uploader in the
comments) and submits the data to the
whaleshark.org database. The database then
catalogues individuals using this unique
computer-driven photo identification. Read
more from National Geographic about the
Wildbook for whale sharks.
"We've been kind of stunned by how well
the intelligent agent is doing its job and
how much faster it's collecting data than a
traditional human researcher," says Jason
Holmberg, executive director of Wild Me.
“The intelligent agent currently works in
five languages and averages about 30 video
analyses a day.”
"There's a perfect storm of AI and camera
trap technology in terms of understanding
animals from images," says Robert Long, a
conservation biologist at Seattle's Woodland
Park Zoo. Long has been collaborating with
Microsoft to develop AI tools to help monitor
rare carnivores in the Pacific Northwest
using camera traps. "I think it's literally
a revolution under way in terms of autoidentification of animals, whether it's from
still cameras or video.”
True real-time conservation.
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Nucleus Cyber grows EMEA presence with
Privacy on the Go
Nucleus Cyber, the intelligent data-centric security company
for the modern workplace, announced today a partnership
with Privacy on the Go to distribute and resell NC Protect to
customers and partners in sub-Saharan Africa. The partnership
allows Privacy on the Go, one of fastest growing cyber security
specialists in sub-Saharan Africa, to resell, distribute and provide
services for Nucleus Cyber’s NC Protect solution for conditional
access and security in SharePoint, Office 365, Microsoft Teams,
Yammer, Dropbox and file shares. Bianca Dafel, sales director at
Privacy on the Go, said: “Our customers are looking for solutions
to help them with both data discovery and secure collaboration.”
www.privacyonthego.com

ITWeb debuts inaugural CX Summit
Research indicates that by 2020, customer experience (CX) is set
to be more important than price when it comes to purchasing
decisions. This means the days when businesses could rely on
their products’ quality or availability alone are over. Moreover,
the voice of the customer has become louder, thanks to social
media channels, where organisations are ripped apart for bad
service or recommended for a job well done. The bottom line: CX
is now a competitive differentiator that no organisation can afford
to ignore. With this in mind, ITWeb is hosting its first CX summit
on 15 October at The Forum in Bryanston, that will delve into
omnichannel digital experiences.
www.itweb.co.za

AI 2019
At this year’s ‘Meeting of Minds: ITWeb Artificial Intelligence 2019'
event eight case studies covering several sectors, including financial
services, education, transport and insurance were featured. Angela
Mace, CRM and events director at ITWeb, says case studies are a crucial
tool for both businesses and delegates to learn the nitty-gritty behind
some of AI’s greatest successes. “They offer realistic, complex and
contextually rich situations and unpack all the potential points of
failure that need to be addressed.” According to Mace, case studies
serve as a useful bridge between practice and theory.
www.itweb.co.za

HARDWARE
For your viewing pleasure – WorkCentre 6515,
Phasers 6510, 3635 users
Altron Bytes Document Solutions asks WorkCentre 6515, Phasers
6510 and 3635 users and operators to visit the Xerox Support YouTube
channel to check out new content. Many new videos have been
uploaded for these models in the past few weeks. These videos run
the gambit, from 'How to Unbox and Power On' to 'Setting Up WiFi
Networks' and so many features in between. Head over to the Xerox
Support YouTube channel and check them out. They offer full stepby-step instructions to help you get set up in no time. Many of the
popular features and set-ups are covered.
www.bdsol.co.za

Get $15 free with OVEX Learn

New line-up of A3 TASKalfa
devices

Qtum has teamed up with Invictus Capital and OVEX cryptocurrency
exchange to enable crypto enthusiasts and developers to learn more
about Qtum. The team at Invictus have created a short Udemy video
course which outlines what Qtum is, how it works and why it is
unique. The course is free for all OVEX users, and attendees will
be rewarded with $15 worth of Qtum (about 45 000 tokens) for
completing the course. If you’re already an OVEX user, you’ll be able to
deposit your free Qtum tokens directly into your OVEX wallet and sell
them for about R200 or withdraw it if you wish.
www.ovex.io

IT is all about the
experience

Helen Kruger, Troye CEO
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Troye CEO Helen Kruger says
employers need to up their
game and give employees
what they really want: a
simple and flexible way to
get work done. “Employees
want the freedom to work
when, where and how they
want. More importantly,
they now expect things to be
as easy as they are in their
personal lives.”
www.troye.co.za
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Kyocera Document Solutions South
Africa is delighted to launch a new
range of A3 TASKalfa multi-functional
products, which provide secure ways
to print for organisations of all sizes.
The new series builds on the success
of the existing TASKalfa range with
new developments that offer improved
usability and security.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za
Sharon Peché, KYOCERA
Document Solutions South Africa

Why planned durability is a good thing
There’s obviously a balance to be sought between a brands’ desire
to drive consumer demand for the latest technology versus users'
needs for a longer refresh cycle, says Lexmark. Most RFPs ask for
a three-to-five-year life cycle refresh, which raises the question:
do manufacturers make their technology to last only as long as
customers expect it to? At Lexmark, we know that most devices
built with a three-to-five-year lifespan will actually be in use for at
least six years, and start to incur higher maintenance costs, so we
intentionally engineer to support a longer life for our products. We
call it planned durability.
www.lexmark.com

COMPANY NEWS

HARDWARE
Printing challenges financial
institutions face
MPS consultancy provider Green Office says the major problems
financial institutions experience when it comes to printing
include uncontrolled costs, consumable costs and spend, OEM
vs remanufacturing benefits, undefined strategy to reduce print
volumes and costs, no clear strategy and data to implement solutions
to drive down costs and print volumes. IT and finance stakeholders
within financial institutes should consider the above challenges
as a framework, when planning and stratagising the solutions in
eliminating the printing challenges experienced in their industry.
Green Office understands these challenges, and provides strategic
solutions, to reduce and eventually eliminate these challenges, whilst
saving the financial institutes millions.
www.greenoffice.co.za

OKI… making great ideas stick!

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Partnerng to meet IEC needs
Since 2016, TVR has supplied DEVELOP office automation
equipment to over 200 permanent IEC offices in SA, including its
head office, provincial management offices and print room. Since
then, TVR Systems has been awarded several opportunities to
supply technology to the IEC. TVR Systems' managing member,
Shaun Enoch, says that in the lead-up to this year’s election, TVR
Systems also supplied the IEC with computers at its counting
centres. “In addition to supplying the equipment, we provided full
IT support. During elections, we had technicians on standby in all
provinces, as well as a permanent technician on site at the national
Results Operation Centre.”
www.develop.co.za

Device Compatibility Pack for drivers
A Device Compatibility Pack (DCP) is a compressed file archive
containing product-specific data, including device images, driver
constraints, device capabilities and more. According to Altron
Bytes Document Solutions, the Global and Mobile Express print
drivers rely on DCPs and their contents to know how to print to
specific products. These DCPs are for the Windows environment
and are not compatible with Apple Mac. The DCPs provide
employees with a means of acquiring product data for a device
without having to download and install a new Global Print Driver
or Mobile Express Driver.
www.bdsol.co.za

It’s the label that counts
OKI Europe’s Dr Guy Boxall, senior manager of Industry Print
Propositions, says brands and creative identities heavily rely on the
colour white on their products for instant impact and recognition.
OKI’s Pro1050 is the first compact digital LED label printer that can
produce labels in a combination of CMYK and/or white.
www.printacom.co.za

Help shape support with your feedback
Xerox’s Online Support is a wonderful resource to find instructions
and help with your Xerox devices and software. The company wants
to hear what you think about its online support; which is why it gives
users the opportunity within every solution of letting them know
how they are doing. Please let Xerox know when it does something
right. As well as informing them of a solution that works for you. This
information is just as important as knowing when a solution is not
functioning properly.
www.bdsol.co.za

Ready, reset, start over on your printer
Altron Bytes Document Solutions says there is a way to start over when
it comes to printer challenges. Let’s say your Xerox printer is moving
to a new location or a new group and you want to reset the machine,
erasing all the settings and information stored on the printer. There is a
way to do that reset on most devices. You can reset the machine to the
factory defaults and start all over. The process of setting the machine
back to the factory defaults makes the machine like it was when you
first took it out of the box.
www.bdsol.co.za

INTERNET
Site Builder and start-ups
Starting a new business is extremely exciting, but taxing at the
same time. With little funds available, entrepreneurs have to
be as resourceful as humanly possible; often, the marketing
side of the business is affected or delayed. That’s why a website
is one of the last things start-ups usually invest in. Domains.
co.za’s website building solution, Site Builder, allows companies
(especially start-ups) to create, run and manage a professional
website more affordably. Domains.co.za offers start-ups and
SMEs a collection of services to get a business online quickly,
securely and reliably - from domain name registrations to Web
hosting and SSL Certificates.
www.domains.co.za

Bitcoin for beginners
As interest in crypto-currency industry keeps growing, we recap
how South Africans can go about investing in Bitcoin and other
altcoins. Buying your first Bitcoin is easy. OVEX crypto-currency
exchange says the first step you would need to take is to register with
a reputable crypto-exchange. It suggests visiting www.ovex.io and
sign up. Where after you’ll receive an e-mail with a verification link.
Simply click confirm and then login to OVEX using your details and
head to the Instant/Buy Sell tab. Select Bitcoin and select buying
using ZAR, and voila, you’ve made your first purchase.
www.ovex.io
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NETWORKING
Next-gen security

Clean internet for kids

To combat the rising sophistication of security threats, a holistic
approach to the different aspects of next-generation security
remains critical for today’s business. This is according to Stefan van
de Giessen, GM: cyber security at value-added distributor Networks
Unlimited Africa. The term ‘next-generation’ describes products
that have been developed using the latest technology, and that
are set to replace existing products. For example, next-generation
firewalls typically feature advanced functions, including application
awareness, integrated intrusion prevention systems, enterprise
firewall capabilities, identity awareness and the ability to use external
intelligence sources. Van de Giessen says: “An effective IT security
ecosystem involves the consolidation of tools.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

Studies have shown that on average, children from the age of 10
have smartphones. That same study shows that by 12, nearly 50% of
these children have social media accounts. This means children have
unfettered access to the Internet from an age where a vast majority
of the content available on the Internet is not appropriate for their
developing brains. Manage your childrens' Internet access. Don’t ban
it, regulate it – this is the view from LucidView, that has developed
the technology for service providers to enable parents and guardians
to manage when and for how long social media sites are accessible on
your home network.
www.lucidview.net

Best 5G Solution Award
ZTE Corporation won Best 5G
Solution Award at the 2019 Selular
Awards held in Jakarta, Indonesia.
The award recognises ZTE’s efforts
to introduce 5G its commitment
to establishing cooperation in
developing 5G technologies with
leading operators in Indonesia.
www.zte.com

Sophos Intercept X offers latest in endpoint
security tech
SophosLabs analyses over 400 000 new malware samples every day
to ensure its protection is always evolving to stop the latest malware
attacks. SophosLabs has found that 75% of malware is unique to
a single organisation; this makes constant analysis all the more
important in developing the best possible endpoint protection.
Sophos Intercept X offers endpoint protection for your PC. It detects
malware within 30 milliseconds and stops it before the malware
executes, to protect your device, files and network. Intercept X is
an out-of-the-box solution that doesn’t require additional training,
ensuring your protection starts immediately.
www.duxbury.co.za

NEC XON provides
Africa’s first AIdriven wireless LAN

Finalists presented ideas to a panel of potential investors

Serving up smart solutions
SqwidNet, the licensed Sigfox IoT network operator in South
Africa, hosted its second IoT Entrepreneurship Program (IoT)E
pitch day during July. Seven finalist groups, selected from a group
of 60 prospective entrepreneurs and ICT business owners over the
course of a year, presented their ideas to potential investors.
www.sqwidnet.com

Helping overcome IT skills shortages
A survey conducted by Uptime Institute showed that datacentre IT
skills shortages will intensify as most operators continue to struggle
with staffing issues. The primary driver cited was an aging worker
pool and the overwhelming male makeup of this sector. Anton
Jacobsz, CEO at Networks Unlimited Africa, the distributor for
software-defined wide area network (SD-WAN) solution provider,
Silver Peak in Sub-Saharan Africa, says the skills shortage is spilling
over from the datacentre to the management administration of
branch office infrastructure. “The two go hand-in-hand as most
skills are leveraged across both areas, and brand office networks are
merely a ‘miniature architecture’ of the datacentre network.”
www.networksunlimited.africa
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Ross Templeton, GM of Networking at
NEC XON

NEC XON is providing the first
AI-powered WLAN solution in
Africa. The solution is based on
technology from Mist Systems,
a Juniper Networks company
and NEC XON partner of 15
years. Ross Templeton, GM of
Networking at NEC XON, said:
“The cloud delivery model
enables rapid scaling, agility,
flexibility, performance and
solid ROI.”
www.nec.xon.co.za

First 5G indoor router in Middle East
ZTE Corporation launched the first 5G wireless router, ZTE 5G
Indoor Router MC801, in the Middle East, in collaboration with
Du, one of the leading telecommunications carriers in UAE. ZTE 5G
Indoor Router MC801 supports the latest WiFi 6 access technology
(802.11ax), which allows a maximum of 128 WiFi users to access
the 5G network at the same time. This 5G Indoor Router will allow
customers to access 5G in all 5G-enabled areas of the UAE. It also
provides a 10G Ethernet network port promising downlink rates of
around 2.8Gbps, which will enable consumers to enjoy ultra-fast 5G
networks and rich 5G services.
www.zte.com

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
Hype vs reality

Addressing security’s
‘brain drain’

EOH says effective cyber security has always relied on three
components – people, process and technology. However, each of
these components typically presents its own challenges that are
combined with an industry often driven by fear and hype. It’s no
wonder organisations struggle to put in place relevant, proportional
and effective cyber security measures. EOH e says there’s a lot of hype
out there. That means the first and most critical step, and the only way
of staying secure without a proliferation of cost and complexity, is to
properly understand the landscape and context and build out a plan or
strategy that is consistently executed.
www.eoh.co.za

Increasing surface
to attack

Kevin Halkerd, senior IT risk and
security analyst at e4

Traditional business models
need to be reimagined, as digital
transformation continues to enable
businesses to innovate and find
new ways to leverage data, and
keep abreast of customers’ evolving
requirements. Kevin Halkerd, senior
IT risk and security analyst at e4,
says the role of security within digital
transformation is now imperative.
www.e4.co.za

Simeon Tassev, Managing Director and
Qualified Security Assessor at Galix

Changing risk
management in banks

Affordable Internet
security
LucidView believes everyone deserves
clean, secure and affordable Internet.
The good news is that proper and
effective network security is no longer
unaffordable as LucidView provides
clean, secure Internet solutions to all
ISPs, MSPs and IT service providers at
affordable prices.
www.lucidview.net

The cyber security skills gap has
to be addressed or companies
will simply not keep pace with
the rapid evolution of cyber
crime says Simeon Tassev,
MD and Qualified Security
Assessor at Galix. He believes the
government needs to incentivise
internships, thereby create
employment opportunities.
This is critical, he says, to both
bridging the cyber security skills
gap in the country and addressing
the ‘brain drain’ within the cyber
security sector.
www.galix.com

Richard Firth, CEO of MIP Holdings

Richard Firth, CEO of MIP
Holdings, says ‘digital’ is
changing the face of banking
and bringing with it a slew of
new trends and risks. “….mostly
thanks to regulations that were
created in the wake of the global
financial crisis and the massive
fines levied in the aftermath.”
www.mip.co.za

LucidView believes in clean,
secure and affordable internet

City held to ransom:
how to safeguard your
network from attack

Stefan van de Giessen, Networks
Unlimited Africa

In the wake of the recent City
Power ransomware attack, ongoing
vigilance, maintenance of systems
and a holistic approach to security
remain vital for critical infrastructure
entities. This is according to Stefan
van de Giessen, GM: cybersecurity at
value-added distributor Networks
Unlimited Africa. Van de Giessen
says: “Security needs to have a
layered approach.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

ZTE unveils Cybersecurity Lab Europe

ZTE launches Cybersecurity Lab Europe in
Brussels
ZTE Corporation has furthered its commitment to improving security
for the ICT industry by opening its Cybersecurity Lab Europe, in
Brussels. The Cybersecurity Lab Europe will provide wider access
to the external security verification of ZTE’s products, services and
processes, and will facilitate external co-operation with security
industry stakeholders.
www.zte.com
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Data consolidation: It’s so simple, even
Generation Z are applying it
The benefit of spending a bit more time upfront to plan and consolidate
data, to make it easier to work with, is not that difficult to buy into.

Julian Thomas, Principal consultant
at PBT Group

M

y nine-year-old daughter is at the
phase in her life where she is learning
how to study. It’s been so long since I was in
junior school, I had forgotten that there is a
time in a person’s life when they don’t know
how to approach studying or research – or
in other words, how to gather intelligence.
She recently attended some study sessions
and, with help from her mom, proceeded to
create her very own study guide to help her.
Having done that, she couldn’t wait to show
it off to me. I spent a fair amount of time
going through her study guide, making the
appropriate exclamation of surprise and awe
every few pages.
In all honesty, it really was quite
impressive. There was a separately indexed
section per subject area, and each subject
area had its own grouping of a related set
of detailed information, summaries and
even mind maps! And of course, in a great
deal of colour.
Admittedly, I found myself getting a bit
side-tracked along the way, as I couldn’t
help but notice some parallels between
the work that she had done, and what we
do as architects and engineers in the data
industry.
Just like my daughter, we have a great
deal of information that we need to digest.
We cannot possibly use it all in its native
format and so we try to consolidate that
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information, organise and index it to allow
ourselves to better manage the massive
amount of unwieldy information we are
faced with. We also place a focus on making
sure the information is accurately registered,
to ensure we know what we have.
Having gone through the entire study
guide, I decided to test my youngling. I
asked her: “This is all nice and pretty my
girl…but why did you have to do this? What
did you gain from doing this?” To which
she replied: “Dad, I have sooooo much to
learn, I can’t possibly remember it all, and
when I need to remember something, I
never know where to find it! By creating a
study guide, I have found all the important
stuff I need, and put it all in one place! It
took me a while, but it is so much easier for
me to study now!”
As a solution and data architect, I am
constantly pushing for simplification
and consolidation of systems: hardware,
software, operational systems and data
engineering processes.
Honestly speaking, I wasn’t expecting
such a concise, meaningful answer. What
made it so surreal was that her answer,
while expressed in a youthful manner, is
the textbook answer that any data architect
would give you in explaining the importance
of consolidation.
As a solution and data architect, I am
constantly pushing for simplification
and consolidation of systems: hardware,
software, operational systems and
data engineering processes. What we
as data professionals know, is that the
thing that makes business intelligence,
data engineering, data integration,
etc, so complex, is the sheer volume of
disconnected sets of data that we must
work with.
However, time and time again, I engage
with clients, only to see multiple sets of
source data, on diverse hardware and
software platforms, in multiple redundant
systems. Very often there are valid reasons
for this – businesses are bought out or
companies merge, but sadly there is often
no rhyme nor reason for why the data

sources are so disparate. And yet, this “deconsolidation” of data is one of the leading
factors in the rising cost of data delivery.
While it would be hugely unrealistic to
expect all data to reside in a single database,
in a single database instance, on a single
server in a single application, I still question
if it should really be the other extreme
and costing businesses unnecessarily?
Should there be so many copies of the same
database? So many instances of a single
database platform? So many different,
competing data platforms and application
systems?
The benefit of spending a bit more time
upfront to plan and consolidate data,
to make it easier to work with, yielding
benefits in the long-term should not be
that difficult to buy into. My nine-yearold daughter gets it, and is buying into it,
enthusiastically…so why not our industry?
To my mind, the reason for this is quite
simply due to commercial expediency,
planning expediency, political expediency,
personal expediency, and many other
variations of expediency, and it’s all of a
short-term nature.
This, of course, is understandable – we
are all human and we are all working under
a great deal of pressure. At some point,
however, someone in the organisation
must acknowledge the decisions that are
constantly being made for the sake of shortterm expediency are starting to drive the
long-term strategy of the organisation. And
that is bad.
This will lead an organisation down a
path where the data platform for a client
will reach a point of gridlock, where the
resulting landscape is so convoluted and
difficult to work with, that the smallest
change request has unacceptable high costs
and turnaround time to achieve. At this
point, agility, flexibility, freedom to explore,
freedom to experiment, is lost for good.
While many of us know this and accept
this, what are we doing about this? I am
writing content pieces about it and am
warning my clients every chance I get. What
are you, the reader, doing about this?.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DATA CENTRES

Changing the corporate IT game
Some of the world's biggest cloud providers are commissioning data centres
on South African soil. Expect the face of corporate IT to change forever.

I

n March, Microsoft announced it had
launched two enterprise-grade data
centres in South Africa. They are currently
servicing Azure clients, with Office 365 and
Dynamics 365 to follow.
Amazon Web Services looks set to
open its own data centre in early 2020, as
reported in a variety of business technology
publications. Also in March, Huawei began
building two data centres of its own.
Google says it will enter the African
market "at some point", and there are
rumours that other cloud companies are
looking at the continent seriously.
But, really, what's the big deal? After
all, isn't the whole point about the cloud
that it doesn't matter where the data
centre you are using is because it's all
about virtualising everything so that it's
everywhere and nowhere, and can be
accessed from anywhere.
Theoretically, that's true, but in the
real world, the geographical location
of the cloud data centre is actually very
important. In fact, it has the potential to
change the way South African CIOs see
cloud and, in due course, to transform the
way corporations "do" IT.
One obvious plus is that it puts the whole
question of data sovereignty to rest, once
and for all. Financial and government
institutions, in particular, have been wary
of using cloud providers that do not have
local data centres lest they fall foul of
regulatory requirements relating to the
protection of sensitive data.
It's something of a grey area for the
private sector, but one can quite see why
governments would not want to be reliant
on foreign data centres, especially now
that state-sponsored cyber warfare and
espionage seem to be growing.
Ambitious African companies can
leapfrog straight onto the cloud in the way
their consumers went from no phones to
mobile phones.
Then, of course, there is the comfort
of knowing your cloud-based IT is being
safeguarded by a leading international
company like Microsoft. It's a way of

shifting some of the risk onto the broad
shoulders of a big company and, when
things go wrong, as they inevitably do,
many CIOs will take comfort from the
knowledge that the best resources will be
brought to bear on providing a solution as
quickly as possible.
They might also be forgiven for assuming
that a Microsoft or Amazon is better
placed than many to provide bullet-proof
solutions to typically South African risks
like regular and lengthy power outages and
interrupted water supply.
Deleting the delay
The main reason local data centres
will change the game for corporate IT is,
however, the question of latency. Latency
is the time lag between a user executing a
command on his or her keyboard and the
server responding. Even with our vastly
improved connectivity to the outside
world, one can expect a latency of around
180 milliseconds before a server in, say,
Ireland responds and the signal gets back
to one's PC.
That doesn't sound like much, but it
does make a large number of enterprise
applications unpleasant to use. Indeed,
for some of them, latency is so integral to
performance that they simply cannot be
used if it is too high.
However, with in-country data centres,
one can realistically expect a latency of
10 milliseconds, effectively eliminating
the latency problem. It will now even be
possible to move some legacy applications
into the cloud.
This means the potential pool of
cloud users is immediately broadened
dramatically. For CIOs, it will represent
a real opportunity finally to begin
integrating cloud into their longer term IT
strategies.
Perhaps for the first time, all companies
will feel confident in adopting the "as
a service" model not just for software
but also for platforms, services and
infrastructure itself. By doing so, they will
begin fundamentally transforming how IT
is provisioned and consumed.

Peter Clarke, Founder and MD, LanDynamix

The first win will be the move from
capital to operating expenses on corporate
balance sheets, something that most CFOs
like. It is also likely that IT budgets will
stretch much further if the number of
traditional big (invariably over-budget) IT
projects can be dramatically reduced.
But there's a more important benefit:
flexibility and scalability. We read and
talk a lot about the digital transformation
journey that companies need to undergo
but we don't necessarily see that much
action. Moving parts of the IT estate
into the cloud will make it much easier
for the IT department to begin actually
delivering the flexibility and up-anddown scalability that successful companies
increasingly need in order to compete with
fast-moving competitors and impatient
consumers.
One should add that this will have
significant opportunities for Africa more
broadly. It's likely the premium cloud
providers will take a regional approach,
and so we can expect to be the hub for
the SADC region. Ambitious African
companies can leapfrog straight onto the
cloud in the way their consumers went
from no phones to mobile phones.
Today's and tomorrow's companies will
need to move fast and smart. If IT can help
them achieve this, it's a game-changer,
that's for sure.
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Fully mobile, always adaptable
To keep up with the ever-expanding bandwidth requirements
of IoT devices, you need a network that can expand and adapt
easily. Rajant’s Living Network offers scalable bandwidth solutions
that grow as your connectivity requirements do to ensure that
these increasing demands don’t outpace the network’s capacity.
Through its patented Kinetic Mesh network, Rajant brings to
life extremely agile and adaptable wireless mesh networks and
a broadband solution that thrives in today’s diverse, universally
mobile environments. The corporation believes that you shouldn’t
have to rip out and replace your network every time you need
additional bandwidth.
www.duxbury.co.za

Make the switch to solar with Duxbury
Networking
Duxbury Networking has launched its very own Solar Switch with
tailored capabilities for applications in less accessible areas. The solar
switch was designed to cater for remote locations where electricity
is not freely available. The decision to develop its own range of
switches was motivated by a gap in the market for more affordable
switches with high-level capabilities. Tobie van Schalkwyk, business
development manager at Duxbury Networking, said: “Our switches
offer some of the best features available, at a fraction of the cost of our
competitors. The Duxbury range will expand to meet the need for
specialised, value-added products.”
www.duxbury.co.za

Making mobile data networks ready
5G is coming, and it will bring with it significantly faster data speeds.
However, in reality, globally it is still two or three years away from
a large-scale roll-out. Telecom providers are running trials and
preparing networks to cope with the huge increase in the demand
for communication, this is according to ProLabs, a global leader in
optical networking infrastructure, which is distributed in SubSaharan Africa by value-added distributor Networks Unlimited
Africa. Anton Jacobsz, CEO at Networks Unlimited Africa, said:
“5G represents a significant change from our current cellular data
networks (3G and 4G), promising speeds hundreds of times faster
than we have today.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

IBM Watson Campaign Automation becomes
Acoustic
IBM has decided to release its Watson Customer Experience (WCE)
Software Division in order to focus more tightly on technology
infrastructure and associated services. Specifically, as of 15 July 2019,
IBM has unbundled the IBM WCA business, including people, systems,
software, deployment environments, contracts, partners and other
assets, into a new entity called Acoustic. Acoustic is headed by CEO
Mark Simpson, WCE's former head. The new company comprises
well over 1 000 employees and will continue to focus on building and
delivering technology solutions to marketers. Acoustic’s customer
base comprises more than 3 000 enterprises around the world.
www.grapevinegroup.co.za

Printers vulnerable to cyber attack
Your printing devices connect to nearly every device in your corporate
network, and most printers are not designed with cybersecurity in
mind says Green Office. If hackers are hungry enough for information,
they will use any possible way to get "inside" your network, and a
company’s printer could be just the entry point required. If they have
access to the network, they will have control over your data.
www.greenoffice.co.za

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
TFG delivers superior CX with Pure Storage
Pure Storage, the data solutions leader that helps innovators build a
better world with data, has been adopted by The Foschini Group (TFG).
Pure’s solutions will allow TFG to empower over 23 000 employees
with the technology and tools they need to build meaningful and
lasting relationships with customers, while intelligently managing
stock levels through the group’s TFG Infotec service division, which
oversees the company’s IT infrastructure. Delivering this superior
experience and accompanying customer support is no mean feat. By
choosing Pure, TFG made significant gains in the performance and
availability of business-critical applications.
www.purestorage.com

Seamless cell signal

Tobie van Schalkwyk, Business
Development Manager at Duxbury Networking
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With up to 80 dB of gain, Cel-Fi
PRIME will improve cellular
coverage, lower the cellphone’s
power requirements and extend
its battery life, according to
Duxbury Networking. CelFi PRIME, with end-to-end
cellular communication
encryption, uses Nextivity’s
electrically steerable antenna
technology to address pilot
pollution issues.
www.duxbury.co.za
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Jabra PanaCast

Jabra launches real-time intelligent video
solution
Jabra, a leader in audio and sound solutions, has introduced
the Jabra PanaCast, engineered to be the world’s first smart
panoramic-4K plug-and-play video solution. This real-time
immersive intelligent vision system offers 180-degree panoramic
vision, which ensures everyone in the room is seen. Jabra
PanaCast provides unique value for huddle rooms and spaces.
www.headsetsolutions.co.zaza
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Calton Nhando, digital consultant
at IndigoCube

Why a solid CX still
challenges companies

Cloud and existing onpremises lic enses

On the backfoot by the speed of the
digital revolution, many companies
have found they must use industrialage executive structures as they
try to deal with information age
challenges. One of the results is that
many companies, with employees
and customers who feel left behind,
end up copying whatever their rivals
do. Organisations will mature by first
getting the essentials right, then honing
their edge to increasingly automate
customers’ abilities to self-solve their
biggest challenges - and that’s where
the power of integration and smart
automation are going to play the most
intense roles says Calton Nhando,
digital consultant at IndigoCube.
www.indigocube.co.za

There is a misconception in the
market that on-premises licensing
cannot be used when migrating
to the cloud. This is not always
the case. Certain licensing models
and technology offerings cater
to both on-premises and cloud
environments, making the migration
easier and thus cost-effective, says
Matthew Poulter, SAM Business
Manager at First Technology National.
www.firsttech.co.za

Matthew Poulter, SAM Business
Manager at First Technology National

Level 1 B-BBEE rating

A backup solution that always has your back
Running a successful business often depends on successful file sharing:
application data, virtual images, client files, e-mail and all the digital
files that make your business work. With ReadyNAS from Netgear you
finally have an advanced and easy-to-use solution for centralising,
securing and sharing those critical assets. Faster processors mean
more simultaneous users can access unified storage across PC, Mac
and Linux environments. ReadyNAS supports cloud sync to an array
of third-party cloud storage options: Google Drive, Dropbox, Amazon
Drive, Microsoft Azure and OneDrive. This solution is designed to
ensure your data is always secure, reliable, affordable and easy to use.
www.duxbury.co.za

Maximising your ERP investment
Your Enterprise Resource Planning system must be tailored to your
business's needs via a clear plan outlining how to implement and
leverage it appropriately says SYSPRO. If you’re not experienced in the
application of ERP, it can be difficult to pinpoint exactly what kind of
ERP solution your business needs and how to get the most out of your
choice. There are a growing number of ERP options available and these
are being increasingly sophisticated so it pays dividends know exactly
how to implement it effectively and efficiently.
www.syspro.com

Johan Gellatly, Managing Director for
Bytes Secure Transactions Solutions

First Technology wins award
The 2019 Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) Partner Awards, in
Las Vegas recognised partners for outstanding performance and
accomplishments that raise the standard for business excellence
and customer satisfaction. Eugene Maritz, First Technology
national services director, was honoured to receive the award
on behalf of the company. "First Technology and HPE work
well together ensuring our customers receive the best possible
solutions available.”
www.firsttech.co.za

Building skills to
participate in 4IR

Future of AI in surveillance
AI is the act of simulating any intellectual task, with machine
learning an essential component of this. “In security we are now
only seeing a huge impact in the utilisation of machine learning,”
states Craig Turner, surveillance specialist at Duxbury Networking.
“We don’t yet see enough awareness of AI technology abilities in
the surveillance industry, however, once the full capabilities of AI
technology are unlocked it will open up a whole new chapter of
innovation and opportunity.”
www.duxbury.co.za

ACS, a division of JSE-listed Altron
company, and a leader in the secure
electronic transactions market
within the ICT sector, has attained
a Level 1 B-BBEE rating in South
Africa, demonstrating its continued
commitment to strategic partnerships
and inclusive business development.
This is a significant milestone in the
company’s transformation strategy
says management.
www.acs-sa.com

Vino Govender, executive:
Strategy, Mergers and Acquisition
and Innovation for DFA

Having adequate levels of education
and digital skills capacity is pivotal
in ensuring South Africa maximises
the benefits of 4IR. The challenge
is to meet the educational needs
of a growing population. Alwayson, reliable connectivity presents
a compelling solution, says Vino
Govender, executive: Strategy,
Mergers and Acquisition and
Innovation for DFA.
www.dfafrica.co.za
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OCTOBER 2019

Africa can lead fourth
industrial revolution, says
Ramaphosa

ITWeb Customer
Experience 2019
Date: 15 October 2019
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston

NOVEMBER 2019
ITWeb Digital Economy
Summit 2019
Date: 5 November 2019
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston

FEBRUARY 2020
ITWeb Cloud
Summit 2020
Date: 20 February 2020

ITWeb Governance, Risk
& Compliance 2020
Date: 25 February 2020

President Cyril Ramaphosa delivered the keynote address at the Digital
Economy Summit. (Photo source: GovernmentZA)

By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA

S

outh Africa and the rest of the continent
can be early adopters of emerging
technologies brought on by the fourth
industrial revolution (4IR).
So said president Cyril Ramaphosa,
speaking at the inaugural Digital Economy
Summit (DES), which took place at Gallagher
Convention Centre, in Midrand in July.
Ramaphosa noted South African society is
in a process of renewal, adding the renewal
in the country’s development trajectory
intersects strategically with the advent of the
fourth industrial revolution.
He highlighted that with the preceding
technological revolutions, African countries
were late bloomers. We have, in a short space
of time, rapidly changing technological
advancements, and the ability or the
opportunity to utilise this has been placed
before us, stated Ramaphosa.
“If you look at the African continent, we’ve
become early adopters when it comes to
mobile telephony – we adopted that. Even
with the fourth industrial revolution, we are
going to be early adopters.
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“We need to focus on the new technologies
that are going to revolutionise the world and
we need to be ahead of the curve.”
According to the president, some leaders
of the African continent are saying: “We were
left behind by the first industrial revolution,
the second and so forth, but the fourth one
is not going to leave us behind – we are
going to get ahead of that fourth industrial
revolution.”
Today, the South African government
is hosting its first summit on the digital
economy in collaboration with the fourth
industrial revolution SA (4IRSA) partnership.
The 4IRSA partnership is an alliance
between the Department Communications
and Digital Technologies (DCDT), Telkom,
Deloitte and the universities of the
Witwatersrand, Fort Hare and Johannesburg.
The partnership has now been extended to
include Huawei and Vodacom.
According to 4IRSA, DES seeks to kickstart a wide-ranging societal dialogue on
the challenges and opportunities of 4IR.
Furthermore, the two-day event aims to

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

stimulate and curate a coherent national
action plan that galvanises industry, labour,
academia, public sector and society at large.
Addressing the attendees, the president
said the summit is a gathering of visionaries
and dreamers just like him. He went on to
say the country needs dreamers, referencing
his statements about dreams at last month’s
State of the Nation Address.
“You are all dreamers,” he said. “You are
wonderful dreamers and visionaries that
want to be creators. You are deeply immersed
in the future and understand the power of
turning dreams into reality.”

“For instance, the average ICT intensity
of jobs in SA has increased by 20% over the
last decade. Gauteng province is determined
to play an important role as an economic
engine of our country and industrial,
technological and financial hub of SubSaharan Africa.”
Makhura continued: “The fourth
industrial revolution is upon us and we must
take action to prepare our nation fully for
the new economy and new society.
“So we need a country strategy so that
we don’t just muddle through, hoping that
somehow we will survive.”

We need to focus on the new technologies that are
going to revolutionise the world.
GP gets on board
Gauteng premier David Makhura expressed
similar sentiments during his welcome
speech.
Makhura said he is pleased Gauteng is
playing host to the inaugural Digital Economy
Summit because the province has decided
to take the lead in supporting SA’s efforts
to become the African continent’s hub of
innovation and digital transformation.
“We as a province refuse to be left behind,
and as a country and continent, we must
refuse to be left out.”
The premier noted the country is moving
towards a future in which 41% of current
jobs in the economy will be rendered obsolete
by automation, while 35% of the skills
considered important by today’s work force
will have changed beyond recognition and
others will have disappeared.
Industry 4.0 is like a bullet train that is
coming and t is up to the policy-makers
to prepare and enable the masses to either
get on board, or risk being a casualty in its
path, he pointed out. Therefore, we in Africa
cannot be left behind.
“Our country must take a lead in ensuring
we collectively harness the opportunities and
navigate the challenges brought about by the
advent of the fourth industrial revolution.
“This summit takes place at the right time
because there is already evidence that many
sectors of SA’s economy are under-going
digital transition, although not at a fast
enough pace.

Spectrum in our lifetime
DCDT minister Stella Ndabeni-Abrahams
said South Africa has to invest in digital
technologies and the skills required by
Industry 4.0.
Going forward, government will finalise
the review of key policy frameworks, such as
the ECA Bill, in order to make it responsive
and adaptive to the fourth industrial
revolution, stated Ndabeni-Abrahams.
“As announced by president Ramaphosa,
we will soon issue the policy directive to
enable ICASA to license high-demand
spectrum…I know you are all waiting for it.
“This directive will also provide a legal
framework for the allocation of spectrum
to the private sector and other industry
stakeholders.”
Last month, Ramaphosa once again
promised the long-awaited policy crafting
the path towards mobile spectrum allocation
will be issued in July.
At the summit, Ramaphosa reiterated the
release of spectrum will be “released in our
lifetime”.
He noted that providing infrastructure,
including spectrum release, will enable
the country’s digital ascendance and bring
benefits to all sectors of the economy.
“The minister has spoken about the
spectrum and she will be making those
announcements. We are committed to
releasing the spectrum and that is going
to happen in your lifetime,” the president
promised.
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Top Jobs

Specialist Systems
Engineer
BCX
Minimum of 15 years relevant
technical experience
Negotiable
Western Cape
Ref No: 281956

On Site Support
Technician
( Rustenburg )
GAAP
At least 3-5 years’ experience
Negotiable
North West
Ref No: 281948

IT Infrastructure
Technician
LEXTRADO
Min 3 year’s experience in
relevant area
R25,000 per month
Centurion
Ref No: 282001

Snr C# Developer
BIDVEST DATA
5+ years’ development experience
R60,000 per month
Western Cape
Ref No: 281981

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
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When to upgrade your IP phone

Say hello to great cellphone signal

Even though a company VOIP telephone might seem indestructible,
there comes a time when you need to upgrade it to take advantage of
new technology says Duxbury Networking. Technology like unified
communications and collaboration platforms offer unmatched
versatility and functionality compared to older desk phones. “In light
of how quickly smartphones, notebooks and PCs become outdated
after two or three years, the life cycle of Snom IP terminals is a marvel
in the computer industry. Unlike a diamond, a company telephone
– however indestructible it may seem – does not last forever,” says
Terence Merifield, Snom Product Manager at Duxbury Networking.
www.duxbury.co.za

Cel-Fi is Nextivity’s offering of a smart, environmentally
aware signal booster. It relies on intelligent, self-organising
algorithms to ensure that you benefit from the largest area of
coverage without compromising or interfering with your mobile
operator’s networks or impeding other subscribers’ signals.
Cel-Fi does not require any new equipment or configuration.
“With an estimated 80% of all cellular calls originating indoors,
poor or non-existent cellular coverage indoors creates user
experience problems, slower download speeds, reduced battery
life and, ultimately, more pressure on mobile operators,” says
Tobie van Schalkwyk, business development danager for Cel-Fi
by Nextivity at Duxbury Networking.
www.duxbury.co.za

Getting to grips with cloud security
Syrex, in conjunction with its partners Redstor, Mimecast, Microsoft
and Check Point, recently hosted an exclusive panel discussion
examining the security, compliance and technical aspects surrounding
the migration of data to the cloud. “Thanks to the arrival of hyperscale cloud providers in South Africa, the journey of data into the cloud
has become a business-critical topic of discussion. Given the dynamic
regulatory environment surrounding the protection of data as well as
the technical and security challenges in the digital world, decisionmakers must stay abreast of all the latest trends and developments in
this area,” says Ralph Berndt, sales director at Syrex.
www.syrex.co.za

Clear visibility
into supply chain
complexity
The IOT is refining the capabilities
of the supply chain to reduce
theft, increase visibility and
transform legacy complexity,
says Chetan Goshalia, chief
sales and marketing officer at
SqwidNet. “The Sigfox network
allows for billions of devices
to connect to the Internet in
real-time, across vast distances,”
explains Goshalia.
www.sqwidnet.com

Chetan Goshalia, Chief sales and
marketing officer at Squidnet

Redstor presents mobile data
management app
Redstor has launched a new app, giving customers instant, secure
access to their data from their mobile devices. It is the latest initiative
by the company that is disrupting the world of data management with
pioneering technology developed in South Africa. Redstor offers rich
visibility of an entire data estate, wherever it is stored – while strong
encryption takes care of security. With Redstor Mobile for Android and
iOS, customers can connect and manage multiple accounts on a single
device; browse, download and share files; monitor usage trends; as
well as view the history and status of backup tasks.
www.redstor.com

PredictRetail launched

Marko Salic, CEO of the Argility
Technology Group

New digital platform
Every organisation that has embarked on a digital transformation
journey will testify to the fact that there are several integral parts
to transforming the business, and that there are several unforeseen
challenges. Primary among these is the inability to bring all those
moving parts together, and more importantly, the lack of visibility
brought about as a result of disparate systems, technologies and
departments. Nexio has introduced a new tool designed to enable a
simplified approach to expediting digital transformation, alleviating
these challenges while providing the foundation for digital-oriented
business change. “The Nexio digital platform enables organisational
efficiency and effectiveness,” says Gerhard Swanepoel, Digital
Enterprise Architect at Nexio.
www.nexio.co.za
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The Argility Technology Group
has released its latest innovation:
PredictRetail, a Google Cloud native
application offering predictive
analytics to retailers. PredictRetail
enables retailers to make better
business decisions by using
machine learning, data science and
predictive modelling to extract
insights from historical data and
translate it into business value.
www.argility.com

Power BI templates for
Pastel

Futhi Luthango, DVT’s Data and
Analytics Operational Head

Software development and related
services company DVT has developed
a series of Power BI templates and
dashboards for Pastel Accounting,
available for sale directly from DVT
for all Pastel users. The new templates
include pre-designed dashboards
that transform Pastel-generated lineitem reports into ‘dynamic, intuitive
visual representations of real-time
business-intelligent data.’
www.dvt.co.za

The Public Sector ICT Forum was established in 2016 to provide a
focused platform and opportunity for public sector ICT decisionmakers to come together to engage and discuss topics that are key
to the local public sector.
Directed by a board made up of government IT officers (GITOs) and chief
information officers (CIOs) and including representatives from SITA and GITOC,
the forum provides online and event-based thought-leadership and knowledgesharing platforms.
The forum gives CIOs the opportunity to listen to and engage with leading
local and international speakers to provoke dialogue, spark ideas and generate
concepts that can be taken back to their areas of work. This is an informal
community that encourages collaboration and thought in the name of improved
service delivery.

This is an exclusive community for top-level public sector
ICT decision-makers: the CIO, GITO or DG/DDG focused on ICT
strategy within your government department (national or
provincial level) or at a parastatal. Membership is free, but
applications are vetted to ensure exclusivity.

To become a member, please go to
bit.ly/2psg2E6
or email us on
PSICTF@brainstormmag.co.za
or tweet us
@PSICTForum

Covering the continent
Daily news and analysis of Africa’s key ICT markets.
www.itwebafrica.com

First with IT news. Every day.
www.itweb.co.za
326 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, South Africa
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